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About This Game

In the confines of universe, where one robotic civilization did not dare to venture, robots were sent with the mission to map and
discover new planets for colonization.

You will be in the "circuits" of one of these robots, which after have yours spaceship hit by a meteor shower, will have its ship
destroyed and will fall on a hostile planet. An alien race with big eyes and thirsty for energy, will chase you with the only

purpose of silencing yours being robotic circuits to drain all your energy. You will need to use your arsenal of attack and defense
to try to survive the alien attack.

In this adventure you must use all your skill to try to survive. To increase your life expectancy you will be able to:

- Choose between 4 types of special weapons periodically;
- Choose between 3 types of special defenses periodically;

- Choose from 6 different hostile environments;
- Choose your type of robot Defensive, Moderate and Aggressive;

- Compare your records with other players.

We challenge you to survive for as long as possible!
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